
EXPLORE LOGITECH BLUE MICROPHONES 
CERTIFIED TO WORK WITH CHROMEBOOK What is Works With Chromebook? 

When you see the Works With 
Chromebook badge, it means that this 
Logitech device meets compatibility 
standards to work seamlessly with 
Chromebooks.

K580 for Chrome
P/N: 920-009270 
MSRP: $59.99

Blue mics provide freedom of movement, while maintaining clear, crisp 
audio quality that engages students in both remote and hybrid settings. 
Teachers can pair Blue Mic with Logitech capture to create and deliver 
engaging, professional digital lessons.

“As a strategic partner, Logitech brings value to our Chromebook 
users with a full range of Works With Chromebook certified solutions. 
Beyond the seamless integration that is expected with our Works 
With Chromebook certified vendor solutions, Logitech offers users 
peripherals that will increase user productivity and efficiency at the 
desktop, while maximizing coveted USB space with their unifying 
technology. We are proud to be working with Logitech where together 
we provide Chromebook users the best possible experience.”
Mike Budelli Global Business Development, 
Platforms & Ecosystems (Chrome OS) at Google

CLICK to Explore All Logitech Works with Chromebook Solution Categories

M325
P/N: 910-002974  
MSRP: $39.99

C270 Webcam
P/N: 960-000694 
MSRP: $39.99

H111 for EDU
P/N: 981-000999  
MSRP: $19.99

MICROPHONES

Snowball iCE 
Cardoid 
Unidirectional
P/N: 988-000067 
MSRP: $59.49

Yeti 
Cardoid 
Omnidirectional
P/N: 988-000100 
MSRP: $179.99

BLUE MICS MSRP LOGI P/N 

Snowball iCE $59.99 Black: 988-000067  White: 988-000070

Snowball $84.99 Aluminum: 988-000068  
Gloss Black: 988-000069  White: 988-000073

Yeti $179.99 Black: 988-000100  Blue: 988-000101   
Sliver: 988-000103  White: 988-000104

Snowball 
Cardoid 
Omnidirectional
P/N: 988-000073 
MSRP: $69.99
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